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In 2015, the Austrian rock band THE WEIGHT released their debut-EP KEEP TURNING

receiving  a  friendly  welcome by  press  and  fans  throughout  Central  Europe.  The  four

Viennese musicians managed to deliver a fresh mixture of Rock, Blues and Psychedelic

Pop.  Haunting  melodies  combined  with  a  daring  heaviness  revealed  an  invigorating

musical force of nature. THE WEIGHT proved to fit perfectly into the underground scene

as well  as the mainstream market.  In retrospect,  KEEP TURNING seemed like a little

promise for greater things to happen in the near future.

During the past years THE WEIGHT have been touring and therewith extensively gained a

reputation as a breathtaking live act for their splendid performance marked by a showy

magnificence. One could rightfully claim that they have taken the hearts of their fans by

storm as they have already supported many great and legendary artists like Foreigner, The

Boss Hoss, Bastille, Blues Pills, Uriah Heep, Manfred Mann’s Earth Band, Rival Sons and

Ten Years After and are waiting in the wings for more great shows to come. 

After this surprisingly auspicious start THE WEIGHT are about to expand their game with

their first full length and self-entitled debut album. THE WEIGHT produced their long player

during an adventurous two-phase endeavor. While all  basic tracks were recorded in a

bright and light-flooded studio in the middle of the placid landscape of Lake Constance the

band ultimately underwent a radical “back to the roots” treatment by returning to their dark

and dusky rehearsing room in the city of Vienna. Thus, the musicians felt able to finally

capture the sound and the creativity  they had initially been craving for. THE WEIGHT

completed all  the missing parts on their  own adding plenty of  guitars,  pianos, organs,

vocals,  percussion  and  some  vicious  sound  effects  in  a  remarkable  and  convincing

manner.



German  multi  platinum  producer  Oliver  Zuelch  (Die  Ärzte,  Sportfreunde  Stiller,  etc.)

became aware of the band and was instantly enthused by the idea of mixing the whole

album giving the songs their vidid, warm and punchy sound.

Whoever  has  the  pleasure  of  immersing  into  the  sound  of  THE WEIGHT either  gets

hooked  on  a  driving  and  seductive  groove  machine or  placed in  a  rather  gentle  and

meditative mood. While the band introduces their music as HEAVY RHYTHM AND ROLL

we definitely call it Rock’n’Roll in its finest and purest form. 

THE WEIGHT:

TOBIAS JUSSEL – Lead Vocal, Organ, Piano

MICHAEL BÖBEL – Electric Guitar

PATRICK MOOSBRUGGER – Bass

ANDREAS VETTER – Drums

WEBLINKS:

http://theweightrock.com

http://facebook.com/theweightrock

http://instagram.com/theweightrock

PRESS-LINK:

http://press.theweightrock.com/

CONTACT: 

management@theweightrock.com
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